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Monthly budget form excel

Do you want to plan your budget for the month in advance? The Personal Monthly Budget Planner worksheet helps allocate the budget for the month for different expenses at the start and monitor the difference against actual costs at the end of the month. You can easily allocate the budget for a category of expense and record the actual
cost that is acculasted for that category during the month. The personal monthly budgets count stores the income details like wages, interests/dividends, repayments/allowances and transfer from savings etc. for the current month. This worksheet records a range of categories and expense managers to cover any type of payments or
expenses that you may incur. We recommend that you update the list regularly for the actual cost incurred against the budgeted cost in order to correctly calculate the variation from the planned budget at the end of the month. You can handle different types of costs incurred in connection with home, daily accommodation, transportation,
etc. The Monthly sum table at the top of the sheet gives the summarized budget details of the month at a glimpse. This worksheet is similar to the personal budget worksheet and the only difference is that you can only track the budget for the current month only using this sheet. Personal monthly budget for Excel® 2003+, OpenOffice
&amp; Google Docs Start by downloading the template and recording your income information in the first table from all sources. The different categories of income are:Salaries Interests / Dividend Repayments / Allowances Transfer from SavingsIt allocate a budget for each type of expense at the beginning. You should periodically update
the details of the actual expense that occurs under each header. The sheet allows you to set the budget for each type of expenses keeping your earnings heads in mind. The net value of each subtable is calculated separately. The monthly analysis helps to get a better idea of the overall budget goals that a person sets and the amount
that he/she can actually save. It also helps you make better decisions about your monthly savings and expenses to increase your savings. The spreadsheet helps maintain the record for each buck spent under the following categories:Home Daily Living Transportation Entertainment Health Download our free monthly budget worksheet
and get your personal finances under control. Compare your budget and actual spending on a monthly basis. Also try our annual personal budget to make a budget for a full year. If you have a family, try our family budget planner for a more detailed set of budget categories. Ad This spreadsheet helps you compare your monthly budget to
your actual spending, and can be printed on a single portrait orientation page. The difference between your budget and actual spending is calculated and formatted to make it easy to find out where you can be Description To use this template, fill in only numbers that are selected a light blue background (Budget and Real columns). Some
numbers are included in the Home Expenses category as an example, but you want to replace these numbers with your own. The purpose of this type of budget worksheet is to compare your monthly budget with your actual revenue and expenses. You record the budget you want for each category in the Budget column. This represents
your goal – you are trying to keep from spending more than this amount. At the end of the month, record in the Actual how much you really spent during the month. For a more detailed set of budget categories, see the Household Budget worksheet. See our articles Make a budget and 5 basic budgeting tips if you are just starting or new to
budgeting. Using the personal monthly budget template calculations in the Difference column are set up so that negative numbers are bad. The spreadsheet uses the posting format where negative numbers are in parentheses such as (115.00), and conditional formatting is used to make the negative numbers red - red means bad in this
case. So, if you spend more than you budgeted for, the value in the difference column will be red - to help it stand out as a warning. The Monthly Budget Summary table in the top right of the worksheet summarizes all your income and expenses and calculates your net income minus expenses. If your Net is negative, that means you've
overused your monthly budget. Add or remove categories: You need to be careful when adding or removing categories, to avoid messing up the formulas used to calculate the totals. After making a change, check the formulas to make sure they are still correct. Related Content Disclaimer: This worksheet and the information on this page
are for illustrative and educational purposes only. We do not guarantee the results or applicability of your unique financial situation. You should seek advice from qualified professionals regarding financial decisions. Stuck on math homework? Ask a supervisor — for free. Creating a budget may not exactly sound like the funniest task in the
world, but it's a necessary part of keeping your finances in order, and staying away from mounting debt. If you've already tried starting a budget and keep running into obstacles, maybe it's time to start looking at the basics. It only takes a misstep or two to turn your detailed budget into a total mess. Here are some helpful budgeting tips to
help you come up with a functional budget to keep your finances healthy. Know exactly how much you really bring in the answer here is not just your annual salary, or divide that number by 12 equal parts for each month. What you should really base your budget on is your actual take-home salary each month. For example, if you make
$50,000 a year as a salary – or around $4,200 per month – you have to take into account your income tax, benefits, and other costs that you pay that get docked docked your monthly checks. Because of all these other hidden expenses, using $4,200 as the basis for your budget really isn't accurate. It's probably closer to $3,000, and
maybe even less. It's important that you know exactly how much comes in each month, because that's the figure you'll be basing your budget around. Using a free budget template can help you easily keep track of your finances. Get a handle on exact numbers when it comes to monthly spending it's best to work with real numbers when
coming up with a solid budgeting plan. This means keeping every receipt after each purchase, and tallying up how much you really spend. Your first budget essentially reflects how much you spend on average each month. In addition to regular bills, don't forget to include all your irregular expenses as well, such as driver's license
renewals, property taxes, real estate insurance, and so on. These bills should really be planned for the whole year, and not necessarily considered surprise costs. Have an Easy to Use Budgeting Tool on hand If you start your budget using a complicated tool, you can quickly and easily become overwhelmed by its complexity and the
countless options available. This will cause you to more than likely throw in the towel when it comes to keeping up with your budget. Your first budget should really be easy to manage and keep up with to help you get a handle on your finances. Using a simple, free budget template is recommended, which is basically like an online version
of the paper-and-pen type. While there are a number of good options out there, many of them can get too complicated – the more confused you are about the tool you use, the less likely you will keep up with your budget because it's just too complicated. Don't let this happen to you. Instead, stick to simple tools, especially when you're just
starting out. Use a budgeting tool that is specific to your situation Depending on the phase of life you ask lives, you want to use a budget template that caters to your situation. For example, students may have a completely different budget than a newlywed couple. Click here to download the XLS file free budget template.xls. There are a
variety of free budget templates available to suit your needs, whether it's for college students, parents with children in kindergarten, single household income, and so on. Choosing the one that suits your lifestyle is crucial to help you develop a clear understanding of how your take-home salary covers all your expenses. A Free Budget
Template Awaits You at Mint.com! For help setting up a budget to track Mint.com, make it easy. This online tool offers a number of budget templates to suit your lifestyle, and brings all your financial accounts together in one convenient place. This site allows you to streamline your budgeting efforts, giving you total of your income and
expenses so that you can easily and quickly see exactly what is is in all areas of your finances. The best part? It's totally FREE! Visit Mint.com to get started budgeting your finances today! Related related
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